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机会与威胁，然后将消费者需求与 A 公司的战略发展相结合，确立 A 公司双渠
道运营模式的发展战略。并分析了 A 公司双渠道运营实施的分工与合作以及实






















With the development of the Internet, people rely on to the network is more and 
more intense, the Internet is imperceptible in changing the cash social way of life and 
way of buying. According to the data of China's online shopping which researched by 
consulting company, the scale of broadband users and network shopping market are 
increasing. At the end of 2012, the online shopping market has reached 13040 million 
yuan, and the number of broadband users have reached 166 million.Every industry 
are changed in the different degree under the influence of e-commerce. As a typical 
traditional industry, garment industry, also under the influence of e-commerce has 
changed. Apply for e-business patterns can bring the benefits for every industry 
development, however, there are some problems for e-business application. More and 
more companies began to consider at a deeper level. There are two questions: all 
choose the patterns for e-business operations or combining e-commerce mode and 
traditional mode of operation mode can make the enterprise value maximization. 
This paper combines theoretical research with case analysis, first of all, reviews 
the research background, research methods and main contents, limitations and 
innovation of the research. Secondly, through to overview of electronic commerce 
mode, strategic management theory and theory of consumer demand, providing 
theoretical basis for follow-up studies. Thirdly, in this paper, base on analysis the 
operation characteristics and consumer demand characteristics, described the 
characteristics differences, difficulties and trends of  traditional mode and the 
e-commerce mode separately. Fourthly, through to describe the status of e-commerce 
application mode of A company,  and carries on the SWOT analysis, find out its 















combined with consumer demand and A company's strategic development together, 
establish the double channel operating mode as the A company’s development 
strategy. Then analyzes the division, cooperation, and the effect of the operation of 
Dual channel operating in A company, And points out the existing problems in the 
operation mode. Finally, through to analysis the problems of implement dual channel 
operating mode,  find out the Suggestions to solve these problems, and points out 
the deficiency of this article. By analysis the means of double channels under the 
e-commerce environment of A company, in order to help other garment industry 
operations.    
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的数据显示，网络购物的市场规模在不断的增加，如图 1.1 所示，截至 2012 年
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